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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8,1900. 

AMERICAN AIm BRITISH ENGINEERING 

COMPE TITION . 

Among the industries which, because of the impetus 
and specialization which they have received in this 
country, may be classed as distinctively AllJerican, is 
that of structural steel work,in the designing and 
manufacture of which we have made enorllJous strides 
during the past few years, both as regards the variety 
of shapes placed upon the market., and the eheapness 
and high quality of the product. The cause of our su
premacy is to be found in two particular branches of 
engineering work, in �which also we have achieved dis
tinction, namely, bridge and roof work and the erec
tion of tall buildings of composite construction. The 
bond between the bridge builder and the structural 
steel mills has been one of mutual helpfulness. The 
demand for bridge steel, and in later years for struc
tural material for steel buildings, has stimulated and 
en coil raged the manufacture of the special shapes re
quired; while the great steel works of the country, in 
their turn,'by specializing this particular class of work, 
have been able to affOl'd the builders the choice of a 
wonderful variety of shapes at a cost which is lower 

FROM CABLE TO TROLLEY. than that in any countl'y in the world. 
Considerable interest is attached to the change-of The eighth artiele of the extremely interesting series 

motive power which is now being carried out on the on American Engineering COIupetition, originally pub
Broadway cable line in this city. It may be said with- lished in The London Times and now running in the 
out fear of contradiction that there is no stretch of SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, is devoted to 
street railway in the world which even approaches this this subject of structural steel. '. The observations 
line in the magnitude of its traffic. '.fhere are certain of The .Times corresponde'nt are based upon his in
periods during the rush hours of the morning and even- vestigation of three of, the largest structural steel 
ing when the cars are being run under ten second�, concerns in the country, nallJely, the Keystone Bridge 
headway, and even under these conditions they are Works, the Pencoyd Works, and the Berlin Iron Bridge 
packed to their utmost capacity. With such a traffic Works, and some of the most striking features of the 
to provide for, it required no little courage on the part plant and organization of these world-famed establish
of the management of the Metropolitan Street Rail- ments are dwelt upon by the writer, of whom it will be 
way Company to undertake to relay the old road with admitted, by the way, that in the whole of his pilgrim
heavier rails, put in place the electric cable conduit age among the industries of this countl'y he has shown 
and the man· holes and hand-holes for the insulators, a ready appreciation of the. distinctive features of 
and perform the varions other operations incidental American iuethods and practice. Thus:" The energy 
to the change, without any serious interfereil'ce with with which Americans 'make' business is remarkable. 
the regular schedule of the line. The VI ork has now Steel·makers are always trying to force people to .use 
been in full swing for several weeks; and cOIisider- steel; they manufacture markets out of nothing .. An 
able sections of the road have been completed without architect says he cannot put steel in place of wood
any further inconvenience to traffic than a lowering of the steel manufacturer employs an expert to show that 
the running speed in the m01'e crowded sections of it can be done. He 'does not sit down and abuse the 
Broadway. The preliminary work was done two years architect for his want of enterprise, but sets to work 
ago, when the cable conduits were laid 'in place to force his hand." As an instance of the creation of 
throughout the whole road, the present work being markets, the pressed steel car industry is quoted. 
confined to the relaying of the steel and the necessary Three years ago the pressed steel car was unknown. 
changes in the substructure of the line to provide for Atthe present time there are over fifteen thousaI�d in 
the electrical conductors. use. This business, which started in 1889 in a slllall 

'.file first step was the removal of the old rail, which way, has grown in one decade until the various estab
weighed 85 pounds to the yard, and the insertion of lishlllents of the company can produce] 30 cars per day, 
the new 107·pound rails in its place. While this was their output being limited only by the difficulty in ob
being done a gang of men were engaged in drilling taining steel. 
through the concrete and cutting open the sheet iron As an Englishman, The Times correspondent is 
tubing of the cable conduit to make way for the man- naturally interested in the Pencoyd Works, where the 
holes and hand-hole boxes. The insulator hand-holes memorable Atbara Bridge was constructed. By the, 
occur.at intervals of 16 feet; they are set upon a bed of head of tffu"firm he was assured t.hat there was noth
concrete, a form is placed around them, and the con- jng unusual in. the so-called rapid filling ·of the order, 
crete rammed into place. On every 200 feet there and that it waS"not true, as was stated in England, that, 
has been built beneath the track a brick cross conduit, a bridge alread,y in course of construction had been 
in which is carried the electrical connections to the . �diverted from·its original destination and shipped to 
main cables. As soon as the hand-hole boxes were _ the.'Soudan. ?TlJe writ'er was attracted to the Berlin 
bolted to the track rails and to the slot rails and con- Iron Bridge W9rks by seeing in Berlin proper, that is, 
creted, 'and the brick conduits built, the Belgian block in the Gel'lnan �it,al. a large iron foundry which had 
paving was relaid and the street restored to its nOl'mal been made at t��Connecticut works and shipped 
cOlidition. '" . actoss ',the Atlantic. ,The Germans themselves know 

The superiority of the new and extremely heavy rail;ti something ab\';ut steel-making and how to make it 
-heavier than the heaviest rails on the steam rAil:' .. cheaply, ,. and I was; therefore," says The Timess cor-
roads-over the old rail, as shown in the'improved'ri-d
ing of the cars, will be greatly appreciated by the 
public. The old rail was found to be in excellent con
dition except at the rail ends, where the weakness of 
the old splice bars, which were not over 20 inches in 
length and were unprovided with bottom flanges, 
allowed t.he joints to sag unrler the heavy traffic, 
until the heavy" pounding" of the cars had become a 
positive nuisance. The new rail is being spliced with 
what are probably the heaviest" fish plates " ever em
ployed in steam or street rail way traffic. The angle 
bars are 3 feef in length and 8 inches in depth. The 
bottom flange extends laterally to the edge of the rail 
base, where it is turned down vertically to a depth of 3 
inches below the rail. The bottom edge, moreover, is 
heavily bulbed. This gives the needed girder depth, 
and places the metal where it will do its best work. 
The permanence of the joint is' further assured by pro
vidin'g no less than eight 15/"16-inch angle bolts; and 
the whole character of the construotion is such that 
the" fish plate rail joint," if it ever had an opportunity 
to show its maximum efficiency, will surely have it . 
now. 

A similar change is being carried out on the Lexing
ton Avenue cable line, and when this is completed all 
that will be necessary will be to insert the T-rail con
(iuctors through the man·holes, and bolt them to the 
insulators • .  !t is proPJsed by the company to make 
the filial change in power in one night, by stl'in.gillg 
out it'large force of liJen along the trac'lts, ,;i1O Will 
simultaneously lift the conductors into place, holt 
them up and make the necessary electrical connection 

respondent, "a 'good deal interested in seeing works 
which could manufacture such a heavy thing as an 
iron foundry, pay railway freight on it from the mid
dle of Connecticut to a sea port, pay freight across the 
Atlantic, and then again further freight frow Ham
burg to Berlirl, and yet compete successfully with the 
German makirs." Asked how it was possible to per
forin such a feat in a State which is not a steel-making 
State, the manager of the works attributed their suc· 
cess to making a close study of the needs of the custo
mer. Thus, one particular'-department is under the 
control of an expert faundryman, who is engaged solely 
in designing iron foundry buildings, the result being 
t.hat if the company are told how many castings of a 
given type al'e to be produced, they will supply a 
foundry specially laid out for the purpose. 

This indi vidual case is a typical one of the 'plan of 
employing experts for designing special plants, special 
factories, special tools; and it is undoubtedly one of 
the secrets of our successful competition. It gives us a 
great advantage over Great Britain, where the expert 
specialist is comparatively unknown, at least in many 
lilies· of engineering work. In a certain well-knowu 
street in 'Westminster are.to be found engineers by the 
dozen who will design a whole railwa.y system: road
bed, bridges, ties, t.rack, locomotives, cars, signals, and 
station buildings. Such a system undoubtedly pro
duces versatile :men of wide experience, but it stands 
to reason thatin some pa.rticular lines they are quite 
nnab'le to compete withSJ..,specialist .whose whole train
illg and life-work has hpen limited to one sppcial 
uraIlcb of engineering. 'What is true of tbe engineers is 
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true in a l�s degree of the contractors and, as we have 
seen, of the manufacturers; and there seems to be 
Jacking that common interchange of ideas and hearty 
co· operation, which mark the relations of these three 
classes in this count.ry. 

....... 
CRYSTALLINE IODIDE OF MERCURY. 

M. F. Boudroux has recently made a number of ex
periments, in which he forms the crystalline iodides of 
mercury directly, by the wet process, and has presented 
his results to the Academie des Sciences. Mercuric 
iodide in the crystalline forUl is usually formed by dis· 
solving the amorphous form of this body in a solution 
of iodide of potassium or in hydrochloric acid. The 
solution is concentrated by boiling, and, on cooling, 
deposits octahedral or quadratic prisms of a brilliant 
red. Its yellow modification is prepared in two differ
ent ways: by sublimation, which gives it the form of 
orthorhombic prisms, or by the wet way. when an excess 
of water is added to a solution of mercuric iodide in alco
hol. M. Boudroux finds that when a small quantity of 
iodide of ethyl or of methyl is left in contact with a great 
excess of a mercuric salt at its maximum concentration 
point, there results a production of mercuric iodide. 
The formation of this compound is due to double de
composition, which is favored by the feeble solubility 
in water of the organic iodide, and the mercuric iodide, 
being formed very slowly in the liquid, is deposited in 
cel'tain cases in large crystals. This expt'riment suc
ceeds with chloride, nitrate and SUlphate of mercury, 
but it is with the acetate· that the finest crystals are 
produced. The method of operating is as follows :- ,·In 
a flask is placed 200 parts distilled water, containing 10 
parts, by weight, of acetate of mercury, to which is 
added 5 parts iodide of methyl. After a�itating for a 
few moments, the whole is allowed to rest. At the end 
of twenty or thirty minutes small crystals appear on the 
walls of the vessel and at the surface of the liquid. 
These are at first of: a yellow color, then follow flat red 
cl'ystals in increasing number. At the end of tWl!lve 

.hours the bottom of the ves/lel is covered with fine· red 
crystals. In this way flat transparent crystals are ob
tained of a brilliant colo.l'_ These are,in some casel! two� 
fifths of an inch Jong. This body has thechemical 
properties of mercuric iodide. The yellow. crYtltals 
which form at the first stage of the deposit al'e trans
ferred slowly, under the action of light, . to ,'the red 
iodide, of which .it aRpears to be.a motlifi<lation. Hav
ing obtained 'ih�e�esults, M. Boudrotlx �applied, the 

:sallJe:reaction to,the mercurous salts in·the:h0pe,·of,ob
tailling' the m:ystalline form· .. of- 'lllilrcllTous iodide, 
Hg-.I.. This body has already!,been obtaineddn tbe 
crystalline form in the dry way, by h'eating in Ii sealed 
tube a mixture of iodine and mercury in the proper 
proportiolls; and in the wet way by boiling for several 
hours an excess of iodine with a saturated EOlution of 
mercurous nitrate and cooling slowly. The experi
menter obtained the desired reaction by adding to a 
cold saturated solution of mercurous nitrate a very 
small proportion of methyl or ethyl iodide and agitat
ing the mixture; at the end of one or two minutes a 
slight cloud was formed, which rapidly increased, then 
brilliant yellow crystals w.�«l'Jot'med abundantly and 
deposited on the walls ot· the vessel or collected at the 
surface. This compound; whose appearance resembles 
that of lead iodide crystals, is the mercurous iodide. 
Light decomposes it gradually, and iodide of-potas
sium connects it into mercuric iodide. When heated 
in a capillary tube, it turns red near 70° C., and melts 
at 290' to a black liquid. 

•. ete 
EXPERIMENTS OF M. MOISSAN. 

M. Henri Moissan has lately succeeded in forming 
two new borides of silicon, having the formulre Si B. 
and Si B. The experiments were made with the'aid of 
M. Alfred Stock. A silicide of carbon has been formed 
by Schutzenberger, in an amorphous state, having the 
formula Si C, and the same compound, prepared -by 
Mr. Acheson, was the point of departure for the car
borundum industry. M. Moissan has already shown 
that the boride of carbon, CBB, can be 'prepared in 
great quantities in the electric f urnace. 'l'he silicide 
and boride of carbon have similar properties witt} re
spect to resistance to reagents and hardness; the 
former will !'cratch the ruby, but not. the diamond, 
while the boride will in some cases scratch the face of 
a diamond. The analogy existing between carbon and 
silicon makes it possible that a like compound exists of 
boron and silicon. The experimenters tried at first to 
prepare the boride of silicon by a direct nnion,pLthese 
elements, but the combination is only effected at a very 
high temperature, and the first attempts, with the 
electric furnace, were unsuccessful, as under these con
ditions the material of the containing vessel comes in. 
to complicate the experiment., . If. a carbon .crucible is 
used,boride and silicide of carboil are formed, and. 
besides the various gases, carbonic oxide and. dioxide. 
nitrogen, etc., react upon the bor.on and'sflicon;att,his 
high temperature. Accol'dingly, a special disposieiQQ 
was needed·; a tube. of refractory earth was taken:.,;S 
inches long all� . �inches diameter, whose ends werre 
stopped by plugs of the same material, t.hrough whi�h 
passed two carbon electrodes of 1 inch diameter. The 
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